
 

 

ENGLISH STUDIES  JSS 3 E-NOTE-NOTE                                                                                 

    SCHEME OF WORK FIRST TERM 

WEEK  

1  

Revision  

Grammar: Revision of parts of speech: Nouns, Pronouns, Verbs and Ajective  

Composition: Informal Letter 

Literature – in – English: Introduction to Fiction and non fiction 

2  

SPEECH WORK: The Schwce sound / / 

Grammar: Expressing/describing emotions(Verb+ preposition) 

Reading and comprehension: purpose  

Composition: Informal Letter 

Literature – in – English: Poetry 

3 

SPEECH WORK: Stress and Intonation 

Grammar: Adverbs of Frequency 

Comprehension: Reading 

Composition: Writing a Story 

Literature – in – English: Reading of recommended prose text 

4  

SPEECH WORK: Consonant /3/ and /d3/ 

Grammar: Changing positive statement to negative 

Reading and comprehension: critical reading:  

Literature in English: Introduction to rhyme scheme 



 

 

5 

SPEECH WORK: consonant sounds/d/,/0/,/z/ 

Grammar: Modal forms--will,can,could,etc 

Reading and comprehension: reading to identify the meanings of words in various contexts  

Composition: Revisit the formal and informal letter  

Literature – in – English: Use the recommended text on Drama (ii) Theme/setting in the recommended 

text  

6  

SPEECH WORK: Contrasting /3:/ and /c/  

Grammar: Adjectives and Adverbs 

Reading and comprehension: reading to identify the facts and opinions in a given passage  

Composition: Formal Letter 

Literature – in – English: use recommended text on Drama, (ii) characterization and plot in the 

recommended text  

7  

SPEECH WORK: The consonant sound // and // (contrastion)  

Grammar: Adverbs of place and manner 

Reading and comprehension – reading to explain the facts and opinions in a selected passage  

Composition: Debate 

Literature – in – English: Rhyme scheme 

8  

SPEECH WORK: the consonant  

Grammar: Idiomatic expression 

Reading and comprehension: refer for week 6 

Composition: descriptive essay – My favourite Subject 

Literature – in – English: Revision 



 

 

9  

SPEECH WORKS: The consonant sound /w/ and /j/ 

Grammar: Adverbs of cause and reason 

Reading and comprehension: A revision of week 4  

Composition: Debate 

Literature – in – English: Revision of the recommended text (ii) Revision on literary terms  

10  

REVISION  

11  

TEST  

12 – 13  

EXAMINATION  

 

 

 

WEEK ONE (1)  

Grammar: Part of speech. 

Content: 

What is a Part of Speech? 

A part of speech is a group of words that are used in a certain way. For example, "run," "jump," and "be" 

are all used to describe actions/states. Therefore they belong to the VERBS group. In other words, all 

words in the English language are divided into eight different categories. Each category has a different 

role/ function in the sentence. 

The English parts of speech are: 

Nouns , pronouns , adjectives , verbs , adverbs , prepositions , conjunctions and interjections . 

In the English language many words are used in more than one way. This means that a word can 

function as several different parts of speech. 



 

 

For example, in the sentence "I would like a drink " the word "drink" is a noun. However, in the sentence 

"They drink too much" the word "drink" is a verb . So it all depends on the word's role in the sentence. 

                                Nouns: 

A noun is a word that names a person, a place or a thing. 

Examples: 

Sarah, lady, cat, New York, Canada, room, school, football, reading. 

Example sentences: 

(1) People like to go to the beach. 

(2) Emma passed the test. 

(3) My parents are traveling to Japan next month . 

The word "noun" comes from the Latin word nomen, which means "name," and nouns are  

 


